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Abstract
Personalized review summarization in recom-
mender systems is a challenging task of gener-
ating condensed summaries for product reviews
while preserving the salient content of reviews.
Recently, Pretrained Language Models (PLMs)
have become a new paradigm in text genera-
tion for the strong ability of natural language
comprehension. However, it is nontrivial to
apply PLMs in personalized review summariza-
tion directly since there are rich personalized
information (e.g., user preferences and product
characteristics) to be considered, which is cru-
cial to the salience estimation of input review.
In this paper, we propose a pre-trained person-
alized review summarization method, which
aims to effectively incorporate the personal-
ized information of users and products into the
salience estimation of the input reviews. We
design a personalized encoder that could iden-
tify the salient contents of the input sequence
by jointly considering the semantic and per-
sonalized information respectively (i.e., ratings,
user and product IDs, and linguistic features),
yielding personalized representations for the
input reviews and history summaries separately.
Moreover, we design an interactive informa-
tion selection mechanism that further identifies
the salient contents of the input reviews and
selects relative information from the history
summaries. The results on real-world datasets
show that our method performs better than the
state-of-the-art baselines and could generate
more readable summaries.

1 Introduction

Personalized review summarization aims to gener-
ate brief summaries for product reviews and pre-
serves the main contents of input reviews. It could
help users to have a full insight of products quickly
and make accurate purchase decisions, hence it is
an important task in recommender systems and at-
tracts more and more attention recently (Ganesan
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Historical Summaries   
1) comfortable at a great price
2) good replacement saddle
3) hard but narrow
4) well at least it's a seat
5) comfy mountain ride

Review: I got this seat to replace the deteriorating 
saddle on my 10-year-old trek navigator 200, while the 
new saddle certainly has less padding than the old one. 
It‘s still surprising comfortable. I like how it’s smaller 
size and profile makes it  easier to get on off the bike.
Summary: slimming step down for comfort saddles.

Figure 1: An example of a product review and the
corresponding summary. Different history summaries
mention different significant features of the given review
and we mark them in different colors.

et al., 2010; Di Fabbrizio et al., 2014; Xiong and
Litman, 2014; Gerani et al., 2014; Li et al., 2017;
Chan et al., 2020). Different from the traditional
summary generation task, reviews are generally
coupled with a lot of essential information about
users and products. Hence, some recent works
propose to generate personalized summaries for re-
views by considering user preferences and product
characteristics (Li et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2018;
Li et al., 2019c,a,b; Chan et al., 2020; Xu et al.,
2021). For example, Li et al. (2019a) propose a
user-aware encoder-decoder framework that con-
siders the user preferences in the encoder to select
important information and incorporate the prefer-
ences and writing style of users into the decoder to
generate personalized summaries.

Recently, pre-trained language models (PLMs)
have achieved notable improvements in various text
generation tasks including abstractive summariza-
tion (Amplayo et al., 2021; Li et al., 2022). How-
ever, the exploration of the pre-training paradigm
in review summarization is quite preliminary since
applying PLMs to review summarization directly
is nontrivial. The existing PLMs ignore the person-
alized information about users and products which
is crucial to generate personalized summaries for
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product reviews. First, the salience of the input
reviews is not only dependent on the semantic in-
formation but also influenced by the personalized
information. For example, different users have
different preferences towards product characteris-
tics, in Figure 1, the user of history summary 3)
is interested in “quality” while the user of history
summary 1) focuses more on “price”. Therefore, it
is necessary to consider user preferences and prod-
uct characteristics when calculating the salience
for the contents of the input review. Second, his-
tory summaries of users and products convey rich
text descriptions, which could not only be used to
strengthen salient information identification of the
input reviews but also be fed into the generation
process as additional input. For example, some
important aspects (e.g., “price”, “size”, etc.) of
products are usually mentioned by different users,
hence history summaries might contribute to the
salience calculation of the input reviews.

Therefore, it is essential to fine-tune PLMs ef-
fectively to make the model could generate per-
sonalized summaries by jointly considering se-
mantic information of input reviews and the es-
sential attributes of users and products. How-
ever, the existing PLMs focus on the text con-
tent, and it is challenging to integrate the various
kinds of auxiliary information into PLMs selec-
tively and effectively. In this paper, we propose an
encoder-decoder Pre-trained Personalized Review
Summarization method with effective salience esti-
mation of the rich input information, named PPRS.
Specifically, we design two kinds of mechanisms to
leverage the user and product information to iden-
tify the salient contents of the input reviews and
history summaries, making the model could focus
on the more relevant content towards the current
summary generation.

First, we propose a personalized encoder that
learns representations for the input reviews and
each history summary separately. Considering the
user and product IDs indicate their intrinsic charac-
teristics, the personalized encoder aligns each word
and the corresponding user, product, and rating. In
this way, the salience of words of the input reviews
is influenced by both semantic and personalized
information, yielding personalized representations.
Furthermore, we observe that linguistic features
are generally associated with the user opinions and
product characteristics, such as users utilizing ad-
jectives to represent their sentiment (e.g., “comfort-

able”, “good” in Figure 1) and aspects of products
are usually nouns (e.g., “price”, “size” in Figure 1).
Therefore, we also aggregate the part-of-speech
feature into the personalized encoder to identify
the salient content of the input reviews more accu-
rately.

Second, we propose an interactive information
selection mechanism that interactively models the
input reviews and history summaries to learn more
comprehensive representations. On the one hand,
considering history summaries are usually noisy
and redundant, we select the relevant information
from history summaries by calculating the semantic
relatedness between history summaries and the in-
put reviews. On the other hand, we learn the history
summaries-aware salience for the input reviews by
calculating the semantic similarity between words
of the input reviews and history summaries. Fi-
nally, we combine the input reviews and history
summaries as the input of the decoder to generate
coherent and personalized summaries.

The main contribution is threefold: (1) we pro-
pose a PLM-based personalized review summariza-
tion method that conducts salience estimation by
jointly considering the user and product informa-
tion. (2) we design two mechanisms to incorpo-
rate the personalized information into the genera-
tion process, i.e., the personalized encoder and an
interactive information selection module. (3) we
conduct extensive experiments and the results show
that our method outperforms competitive baselines.

2 PROPOSED METHOD

In this paper, we conduct a review summa-
rization based on Transformer (Vaswani et al.,
2017) encoder-decoder architecture initialized with
T5 (Raffel et al., 2020). In this section, we first in-
troduce the problem formulation and then describe
our method from two aspects: the personalized en-
coder module as shown in Figure 2 and the decoder
with interactive information selection as shown in
Figure 3.

2.1 Problem Formulation

Given review X and the corresponding personal-
ized information A = {u, v, r, S}, our method
aims to generate personalized summary Ŷ , where
u is the user ID, v is the product ID, r is the rat-
ing given by u to v, and S is the set of history
summaries. Especially, the history summary set
S = {S1, · · · , SM} is constructed by collecting M
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summaries of the corresponding user u and prod-
uct v. In this paper, the input review is represented
as X = {w1, w2, · · · , wL} where wi is the i-th
word and L is the number of words. Besides, the
generated and reference summaries are denoted as
Ŷ = {ŷ1, ŷ2, · · · , ŷT̂ } and Y = {y1, y2, · · · , yT }
respectively, where T̂ and T is the number of words
of generated and reference summary respectively.

2.2 Personalized Encoder

In this section, we introduce the personalized en-
coder which learns a comprehension representation
by jointly considering the semantic information
and various attributes of the corresponding user and
product. As shown in Figure 2, the input reviews
and each history summary are encoded separately,
hence we take the input review X as an example to
introduce the personalized encoder.

In contrast to traditional summarization, we need
to consider user preferences, writing style, and
product characteristics in review summarization,
in order to select the salient content of the input
reviews accurately for different users/products. Be-
sides, the rating reflects the sentiment tendency of
users toward current products, and hence could be
utilized to identify the useful content of input re-
views. Therefore, we propose to align each word
to rating, user, and product IDs, aiming to learn
more comprehension representation for the input
review. Additionally, linguistic features are impor-
tant to identify the salient content of input texts,
such as adjectives typically reflect users’ opinions
(e.g., “good”, “bad”, etc), and nouns generally re-
flect product characteristics (e.g., “speed”, “price”,
etc). Therefore, we propose to incorporate the part-
of-speech feature into the encoder by considering
the part-of-speech of each word in the embedding
layer. Finally, the embedding for each word e is
denoted as follows:

e = et + ep + epos + er + eu + ev, (1)

Where et and ep ∈ Rde , epos, er, eu, and ev ∈
Rda are token, position, part-of-speech, rating, user
ID and product ID embedding respectively. Sub-
sequently, the input review is fed into Transformer
encoder layers (Vaswani et al., 2017). Specif-
ically, the encoder consists of stacked identical
layers, where each layer has two sub-layers: a
self-attention network and a fully connected feed-
forward network. The encoder could learn a com-
prehensive representation of the input long se-

POS Embedding

Token Embedding
Position Embedding

Rate Embedding
User Embedding
Product Embedding

Pre-trained Transformer Encoder

History summaries Input Reviews

Figure 2: The personalized encoder framework of our
method.

quence by jointly considering semantic and per-
sonalized features during the calculation in each
encoder layer.

As a result, our method could select the salient
content of the input review, which is not only
based on semantic information but also reflect user
and product characteristics After the personalized
encoder, we could obtain the input review repre-
sentations X = {X1, · · · ,XL} and history sum-
maries representations S = {S1, · · · ,SM}, where
Si = {Si1 , · · · ,SiT } is the representation of i-th
history summary.

2.3 Interactive Information Selection

Based on the learned representations of the input
reviews and history summaries, in this section, we
propose an interactive information selection mod-
ule to interactively model the input reviews and his-
tory summaries. As shown in Figure 3, this module
intents to further identify the salient content of the
input review in terms of history summaries, mean-
while selecting the important information of history
summaries relevant to current summary generation.

Intuitively, some content of history summaries is
less relevant to the main point of input review. For
example, different users focus on different aspects
of the current product, hence different history sum-
maries of products have different relevance to the
current summary generation. Therefore, we design
a relevance attention mechanism that utilizes the
input review as the query to select the relevant con-
tent from history summaries and it is calculated as
follows:

Softmax(
(XWQ

X)T (SWK
S )√

de
)(SWV

S ), (2)

where WQ
X , WK

S , WV
S are learnable parameters.

Then, history summaries having more semantic
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Great little chair huntingfor deerGenerated Summary

Figure 3: The decoder framework of our method. It
first conducts interactive information selection for input
review and history summaries, then generates personal-
ized summaries based on the selected content.

similarity with input review would get more atten-
tion, which are then treated as an auxiliary feature
to strengthen summary generation.

For input review, the personalized encoder has
captured the internal salience of the input review
by modeling the relatedness between words of the
review via the self-attention mechanism. In fact,
history summaries contain rich descriptions of the
user and product characteristics, which conveys
more semantic information than the user and prod-
uct IDs. More specifically, history summaries of
users reflect users’ writing styles and purchasing
preferences, and history summaries of products de-
scribe the main aspects that users are interested
in. Therefore, we design another salience attention
mechanism to capture the history summaries-aware
salience for the input review and it is calculated as
follows:

Softmax(
(SWQ

S )
T (XWK

X )√
de

)(XWV
X), (3)

where S is the concatenation of all history sum-
maries, WQ

S , WK
X , WV

X are learnable parameters.
In this way, our method could identify the salient
content of the input review more effectively.

Finally, the concatenation of input review and
history summaries is fed into the pre-trained trans-
former decoder which generates the target sum-
maries Ŷ word by word. The decoder also consists
of stacked identical layers, in which there is an ad-
ditional encoder-decoder self-attention to align the
generation states and input sequences besides the
two sub-layers in the encoder layer.

Dataset Users Products Reviews
Movies and TV 123,960 50,052 1,697,471
Sports and Outdoors 35,598 18,357 296,214
Home and Kitchen 66,212 27,991 550,461

Table 1: Dataset statistics.

2.4 Model Training
For the summary generation task, we use the nega-
tive log-likelihood as the loss function (NLLLoss)
to train the model:

Lφ(Ŷ |X,A) =
T̂∑

t=0

−logP (ŷt) , (4)

where T̂ is the length of the generated review sum-
mary, P (ŷt) is the probability distribution of the
t-th word, and φ is model parameters.

3 Datasets and Experimental Settings

3.1 Datasets
In this section, we introduce the dataset statistics
and hyperparameters settings in experiments. To
validate the effectiveness of our method, we con-
duct extensive experiments on three real-world
datasets from Amazon 1:Movies and TV, Sports
and Outdoors, and Home and Kitchen. Each
sample of the dataset contains the user ID, prod-
uct ID, rating, review, and summary text. Follow-
ing previous work (Ma et al., 2018), we randomly
select 1000 samples as testing and validation set
separately and treat other samples in the dataset
as the training dataset. In this paper, we only re-
serve the reviews given by active users to popular
products, where each user and each product has
at least K history reviews, where K = 5 for the
Sports dataset, K = 10 for the Home dataset, and
K = 20 for the Movie dataset. In the experiment,
we utilize M = 20 history summaries. For re-
views that have more than M history summaries,
we select top-M history summaries that have more
common words with the input review. The maxi-
mum length of reviews and summaries are set to
L = 200 and T = 15 respectively. The dataset
statistics are listed in Table 1.

3.2 Baselines
In this section, we compare our method with sev-
eral state-of-the-art review summarization meth-
ods. (1) the methods without user and product

1http://jmcauley.ucsd.edu/data/amazon/
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Dataset Movie Sports Home
Method ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L

Transformer 10.62 2.14 10.30 14.55 4.05 14.43 13.56 2.24 13.29
S2S+Attn 11.58 2.93 11.33 15.30 4.64 15.15 13.95 4.13 13.78

PGN 12.63 3.86 12.25 16.36 5.38 16.19 15.30 4.50 15.16
T5 8.14 1.91 7.58 8.91 2.53 8.33 9.49 2.59 8.8

T5-FT 13.32 5.94 12.84 18.08 7.41 17.82 16.3 6.74 16.12
HSSC 12.35 3.55 12.09 15.49 4.11 15.28 14.39 4.28 14.07

Dual-view 13.13 3.84 12.79 16.68 5.15 16.35 15.49 5.11 15.23
USN 13.58 4.08 13.20 14.98 5.10 14.85 13.37 2.94 13.23

memAttr 13.73 4.29 13.34 18.54 7.25 18.33 17.38 5.78 17.18
TRNS 15.38 4.96 14.96 19.78 6.12 19.54 18.03 5.72 17.88
PPRS 16.49 7.18 16.08 19.92 8.07 19.63 18.52 7.7 18.08

Table 2: ROUGE performance on three datasets. The improvements of our proposed method over all baselines are
significant with p-value< 0.05.

information: Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017),
S2S-att (Bahdanau et al., 2015), PGN (See et al.,
2017). (2) the personalized review summarization
methods with the user and product information:
HSSC (Ma et al., 2018) and Dual-view (Chan et al.,
2020) jointly optimize review summarization and
sentiment classification by taking rating as senti-
ment label; USN (Li et al., 2019a), memAttr (Liu
and Wan, 2019) and TRNS (Xu et al., 2021) jointly
consider discrete attributes and history text. (3) the
methods based on the pre-trained language model:
we compare our method with the original T5 (Raf-
fel et al., 2020) method and T5-FT which fine-tunes
T5 on the recommendation datasets by generating
summaries from product reviews.

3.3 Implementation Details

The hyper-parameters in our model are tuned from
the validation dataset. The dimension of the hid-
den state de and attribute embedding (e.g., user ID)
size da is set to 512. We use t5-small 2 to initialize
the encoder and decoder parameters. We utilize
the AdamW (Loshchilov and Hutter, 2019) algo-
rithm to optimize our model and the learning rate
is 0.0004. For the parameters in the training, we
set the batch size to 32. For baselines, we use open
source code for HSSC, Dual-view, memAttr, and
Transformer. And we implement S2S-att, PGN,
USN, TRNS and keep the same setting as the origi-
nal papers. As for metrics, we use the widely used
metrics ROUGE (Lin, 2004) 3 to evaluate the per-
formance of our model on summary generation,
including ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, and ROUGE-L.
Finally, the experiment platform is GeForce GTX
1080Ti with 128GB memory; we independently
repeat each experiment 5 times and present the

2https://huggingface.co/t5-small
3https://github.com/chakki-works/sumeval

average performance.

4 Experiments

4.1 Performance Evaluation

The results are listed in Table 2, from which we
could have the following observations.

First, our method outperforms methods with-
out the user and product information (e.g., Trans-
former) by a large margin. The main reason is that
user and product features are crucial to generate
high-quality summaries for product reviews in the
recommendation scenario. During these methods,
PLMs-based methods (i.e., T5 and T5-FT) achieve
better performance than other models. This is be-
cause these methods have strong text understand-
ing ability obtained from the pre-training process
which is helpful to identify the salient contents of
the input review more accurately.

Second, our method achieves better performance
than other methods that also leverage personalized
information of users and products. Because our
method could conduct more effective salience esti-
mation by jointly considering semantic information
and personalized information in the encoder and in-
formation selection, which further boosts summary
generation. It should be noted that methods fus-
ing history texts and discrete attributes (e.g., TRNS,
memAttr) perform better than methods only based
on discrete (e.g., HSSC, Dual-view). The possi-
ble reason is history texts convey more semantic
information about user writing style and product
characteristics which are clues to generate person-
alized summaries.

Third, we can see that our method performs
better than PLMs-based baselines (i.e., T5 and T5-
FT). In fact, T5 ignores the domain knowledge in
recommendations resulting in poor performance,
while T5-FT achieves better performance by learn-
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ing the domain knowledge by fine-tuning PLMs
on the reviews dataset. However, T5-FT still per-
forms poorly than our method since it ignores the
user preferences and product characteristics which
play a crucial role in review summarization. Our
method could incorporate this information into the
salience calculation of the input reviews effectively
and feed the relevant history summaries into the
decoder, which both contribute to the improvement
of our method. These results indicate that our
method could fine-tune the pre-trained language
model more effectively.

Models ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L
PPRS 19.92 8.07 19.63

PPRS w/o H 19.82 7.93 19.54
PPRS w/o R 19.77 7.64 19.46
PPRS w/o S 19.57 7.33 19.31
PPRS w/o E 19.24 7.80 18.92

T5-FT 18.08 7.41 17.82

Table 3: Ablation experiments on the Sports dataset.

4.2 Ablation Study
To verify the effectiveness of important compo-
nents of our method, in this section, we conduct
an ablation study experiment by removing each
component separately. Specifically, (1): “w/o H”
denotes removing the history summaries informa-
tion in the decoder module; (2): “w/o H” denotes
removing the salience attention in the interactive
information selection module; (3): “w/o S” de-
notes removing the interactive information selec-
tion module; (4): “w/o E” denotes removing the
newly denoted embeddings (i.e., rating, user ID,
product ID, and part-of-speech) in the personalized
encoder module. The results are shown in Table 3
and we have the following observations.

We can see that removing any component would
make the performance decline. First, removing dis-
crete attributes and linguistic features makes our
method could not identify the salient content of
the input reviews that reflect user preferences and
product characteristics effectively, resulting in the
loss of personalized information in the generation
process and achieving worse performance. Sec-
ond, removing the information selection module
and history summaries makes our method could not
identify the salient content of input reviews more
accurately and lost the important information from
the history summaries, hurting the performance
on summary generation. In addition, all variants
outperform T5-FT which directly fine-tunes T5 on
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Figure 4: Performance of different mechanisms to uti-
lize history summaries to expand the capacity of models.

the review dataset without considering the person-
alized features. In all, these results validate the
effectiveness of these important components.

4.3 Discussion

In this section, we conduct experiments to analyze
the influence of different strategies which incorpo-
rate user preferences and product characteristics
into the summary generation process.

Firstly, we design two variants to explore the
effectiveness of different mechanisms to utilize the
history summaries to expand the capacity of mod-
els. (1): “PPRS-CD” encodes the input review
and history summaries separately, then feeds the
concatenation of learned semantic representations
into the decoder. (2):“PPRS-CE” directly feed
the concatenation of the input review and history
summaries into the encoder-decoder framework to
produce summaries. The results are listed in Fig-
ure 4.

We can see that “PPRS-CD” performs worse
than “PPRS” after replacing the interactive infor-
mation selection with a concatenation operation.
Because there is generally some irrelevant content
in history summaries which might make the de-
coder confused about the input text and hurt the
quality of the generated summaries. Then, “PPRS-
CE” also achieves worse performance than “PPRS”
after conducting information fusion in the encoder
module. The possible reason is encoder could
not distinguish the input reviews and history sum-
maries and further fails to learn accurate semantic
representations for them respectively, resulting in
the performance declines.

Secondly, we design two variants to explore dif-
ferent strategies to utilize the discrete personalized
information,i.e., rating, user and product IDs. (1):
“PPRS-AG” utilizes rating, user and product id
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Figure 5: Performance on different mechanisms to
leverage the discrete attributes (i.e., IDs and rating).

embeddings as a gate to select the relevant infor-
mation from the text (i.e., input review and history
summaries) representations after the encoder. (2):
“PPRS-AW” treats rating, user and product id as
special words and adds these embeddings to the
beginning of the reviews and history summaries.
The results are listed in Figure 5.

We can observe that the performance of sum-
mary generation begins to decline when applied
the gate mechanism to conduct information selec-
tion in “PPRS-AG”. This is because in this case,
“PPRS-AG” could not conduct salience estimation
well without the deep interaction between the user
id and input text, leading the decoder could not gen-
erate more accurate summaries. Besides, “PPRS-
AW” performs worst compared with other methods.
The main reason is it could not identify the salient
words in terms of user preferences and product
characteristics in the encoder module effectively,
which makes ‘PPRS-AW” could not learn more
comprehensive representations of input review and
history summaries. However, our method aligns
each word with these discrete attributes in the em-
bedding layer which could incorporate the essential
characteristics of users and products into the text
encoding process effectively and further boosts the
generation process.

4.4 Human Evaluation

In this section, we perform a human evaluation
to further evaluate the performance of our model.
Specifically, we define three metrics: (1) Infor-
mativeness evaluates whether the generated sum-
maries convert the main content of the input review.
(2) Accuracy evaluates whether the generated sum-
maries are consistent with the sentiment tendency
reflected in the input review. (3) Readability evalu-

Methods Informativeness Accuracy Readability
PGN 3.75 3.67 4.05

TRNS 4.27 4.10 4.16
T5-FT 3.96 3.98 4.35
PPRS 4.33 4.32 4.48

Table 4: Human evaluation on Sports dataset.

ates whether the generated summaries are grammat-
ically correct and easy to understand. It is difficult
to develop automatic evaluation methods for these
metrics. Hence, we randomly sample 100 cases
and invite 5 human volunteers to read and rate all
generated summaries, where 1 means “very bad”
and 5 means “very good”. The scores are aver-
aged across all volunteers and cases. The results
are listed in Table 4 and we have the following
observations.

First, our method outperforms other methods
on Informativeness and Accuracy. Because our
method could incorporate user preferences and
product characteristics into the salience calcula-
tion of input reviews more effectively, which is
helpful to capture the main content and keep the
sentiment consistent with the input review. Second,
the generated summaries of our method are more
readable than others (e.g., T5-FT). The main reason
is our method not only has rich grammar knowl-
edge and text generation ability obtained from the
pre-trained process, but also jointly considers user
writing style by taking history summaries as auxil-
iary features. In summary, these results show that
our method could generate high-quality summaries.

4.5 Case Study

In this section, we conduct a case study and we
list several generated summaries of our method in
Table 6. And we have the following observations.

First, generated summaries preserve the main
contents of the input review and they have the same
sentiment tendency. For example, in the first case,
generated summaries and reviews both mention
“training ammo” and convey a positive opinion (i.e.,
“Recommended”) towards the product. Second,
generated summaries are semantically similar to
the corresponding reference summaries, such as,
they both mention that “Doesn’t work for recoil”
in the second case. Third, generated summaries
reflect user preferences and product characteristics.
For example, in the third case, the generated sum-
mary contains two main features of the product
(i.e., “little” and “great hunting”) and indicates that
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Figure 6: Examples of generated and reference reviews.

the corresponding user cares more about the “qual-
ity”. In all, our method could generate coherent
and personalized summaries for product reviews.

5 Related Work

5.1 Personalized Review Summarization

Personalized review summarization is an impor-
tant task in the recommender system, which
aims to generate brief summaries for product re-
views. Different from the previous text summa-
rization (Gehrmann et al., 2018; Li et al., 2020;
Zhang et al., 2019), product reviews usually have
various personalized information (e.g., rating, user
and product IDs, and history text, etc.) which plays
a crucial role in summary generation (Yang et al.,
2018; Dong et al., 2017).

Recently, some approaches (Ganesan et al.,
2010; Xiong and Litman, 2014; Carenini et al.,
2013; Di Fabbrizio et al., 2014; Liu and Wan, 2019;
Li et al., 2019b,c; Chan et al., 2020) are proposed
for review summarization. Some methods incor-
porate the discrete attributes (e.g., rating, user and
product IDS) into salient information selection. Li
et al. (2019a) design a selective mechanism that
utilizes user embedding to select user-preference
words and generate a personalized summary by in-
corporating user-specific vocabulary. In addition,
some methods also leverage aspect information to
enhance review summarization (Yang et al., 2018;
Tian et al., 2019). However, most of them ignore
the joint consideration of the discrete attributes and
history text. Therefore, Liu et al. (2019) calculate
the semantic similarity between input review and
history review to aggregate history summaries into

context vectors which are then utilized to generate
summaries. Xu et al. (Xu et al., 2021) conduct deep
interaction between input reviews and history sum-
maries to infer the important parts among history
summaries and generate personalized summaries
by reasoning over the user-specific memory.

5.2 Pre-trained Language Model

Recently, pre-trained language models (PLMs)
have advanced the performance of various NLP
tasks, such as sentiment analysis (Yu et al., 2021;
Wu and Shi, 2022), text summarization (Liu and
Lapata, 2019; Xiao et al., 2020; Oved and Levy,
2021), etc. Liu and Lapata (2019) propose to
conduct summary generation in both extractive
and abstractive modeling paradigms by utilizing
BERT (Kenton and Toutanova, 2019) as an encoder
to learn text representations. Oved and Levy (2021)
generate opinion summaries for products by aggre-
gating a set of reviews for the given product and sig-
nificantly reduce the self-inconsistencies between
multiple history reviews. However, these meth-
ods might perform poorly in personalized review
summarization, since they ignore the rich charac-
teristics of users and products which is important
to generate high-quality summaries for reviews. In
this paper, we propose to fine-tune PLMs to con-
duct more effective salience estimation for input re-
views by jointly considering semantic information
and personalized features of users and products.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a novel review summa-
rization method based on the pre-trained language
models. The core of our method is fine-tuning
the pre-trained language models by considering
the user preferences and product characteristics.
Especially, we design a personalized encoder to
learn representations for the input reviews and each
history summary separately by incorporating the
user and product characteristics into the encoder
module. Additionally, we propose an interactive
information selection module to further identify the
salient content of the input review and select the
relevant information from history summaries. Ex-
perimental results show that our method achieves
better performance than competitive baselines.

7 Limitations

Our method has some limitations that we would
like to explore in the future. Firstly, our method
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is based on the PLMs which require large GPU re-
sources to train and infer models. We would like to
adopt knowledge distillation technology to reduce
the number of model parameters while keeping
the performance as much as possible. Secondly,
the summary generation process still lacks enough
controllability even though we incorporate various
features of users and products into the saliency es-
timation and auxiliary inputs of the decoder. In the
future, we explore aggregating the characteristics
of users and products into the decoder layers to
make the generation process more controllable.
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